A musical show full of laughter, drinking and popular folk songs, sword
fights, audience participation and treasure to win.
Available as a full stage production. Smaller cabaret style show.
Or as outdoor event show.
Additional activity package for children available with treasure hunt,
sword fighting workshop and pirate games.

“David Bradshaw – Cruise Director Royal Caribbean International
I liked it! You worked so hard! Love the traditional songs and the fun characters! Bravo and lots of fun!!”

AMA Theatre Co. is run by Ian Britten-Hull & Annie
Albici. They are performers and show producers
with over 30 years professional experience in both
variety and theatre. Experienced in cabaret for
holiday parks, hotels, weddings etc. but have also
played Shakespeare and Chekhov in theatres. They
have both performed at many of the large theatres
in the UK including The London Palladium.
“Kyra J Willis – Monsteers Artistry
Hey , I’ve just watched it. So, this is so cleverly done. The set is cool. Very clever as
well. Fav scene is the bar scene where you play all the extras so good. Very clever how
you hug each other etc. My fav song is the one where you sing and you see her pick up
MacTavish after the battle, that’s got a real haunting beauty about it.”

full entertainment packages at cost effective prices
All shows are fully self-contained with sound system, lighting rig and stage
scenery. All the shows are adaptable for varying space sizes, audience types
and desired show time length. Some shows can be performed outdoors.
Many of the shows come with activities such as workshops, games and
competitions. Every show is structured to the clients’ requirements making
each performance unique to a given venue.
Simply get in touch for a tailor-made quote based on your requirements.

Email: enquiries@amatheatre.biz
Tel: 01462 481 969 / Mob: 07523 059 664
Website: www.amatheatre.biz

